Program List
Team Olympix

Group Outings

Teams win points through a series of lively games that reward
teamwork not athleticism. Teams can battle against each other as
newly-formed countries or compete together under one team flag.

Team Survivor

No one gets voted off the island here, but teams or tribes must
navigate together through some fun adventure challenges or they
can elect to engage in survival of the teamwork fittest.

Great Escape- "Meltdown"

During a tour of the GDX Nuclear Energy Plant your group finds itself
in the middle of a nuclear melt down. The only means for averting
catastrophe is through obtaining clues and codes through a series of
team challenges and games in a sequential order. As you solve one
challenge, it will help you solve the next until you arrive at the final
solution that will keep your group alive.

In It to Win It

Unlike the TV show with a similar name, it’s” teams versus teams”
in this wacky competition featuring the most unusual and amusing
games ever created.

Amazing Journey

A scavenger hunt at its heart, this event has teams earning clues through
humorous challenges that take them to interesting places and eventually across
the finish line.

Ropes Adventure

When teams want to be challenged both physically and mentally, this event
combines our more extreme ropes course elements requiring both athleticism
and teamwork for teams to achieve success. The program can be facilitated as a
competition among teams or a collaborative program.

Pick Your Play

Imagine a BIG playground for adults with exciting activities from which to choose
like bow tag, black light sports, inflatables, jumping pillow, gaga ball, human
foosball, climbing trees, nine square in the air, table games, lawn games, pedal
carts and one of the largest indoor ropes courses in the country. These
activities may be facilitated as “all play” or “play by choice” depending on what
kind of event you choose. Some may want everyone to engage in the activities
while others may want a more social occasion for their groups where members
can choose to play or watch.

Charitable Outings

Bikes for Kids

Teams collect the tools and parts to build the bikes through fun and
interactive challenges that bond your teams while enabling some economically disadvantaged youth to experience the joys of bike ownership.

Food Share

The goal is to build the tallest freestanding food tower or create a food
sculpture using cans and boxed goods gathered though a series of
enjoyable team games. The real winners are the charitable food pantries
that are replenished with the donated items.

School Packs

School supplies are a necessity for learning and the packs to carry them are
a must. Teams compete or collaborate in fun team challenges to gather the
needed supplies to build the school packs that eventually end up on the
backs of kids who really need them.

Toys for Kids

For hospitals, foster homes and programs for the underprivileged, toys
are needed year-round for the kids in their care. Teams engage in a fun
series of games and challenges to gather the toys that soon brighten the
lives of the kids who receive them.

Team Challenge

Team Development

A customized event that provides discovery about teams through competitive or
collaborative activities. Groups pick the areas that need improvement, and
Group Dynamix designs the program to address them. A fun, enlightening
experience facilitated with brief conversations after each activity.

Team Lab

To reach higher levels of performance, teams are challenged through “action learning”
activities to make discoveries about themselves, experiment with new ways of thinking
and then apply what they learn. The labs are customized to address the obstacles that
keep groups from being more unified and productive teams.

Team LEARNING

Games We Play

Several times each year, we offer workshops that essentially give away some
of our most popular group games and challenges. Our mission is to equip
group leaders with fun tools that help their members connect better.

Train the Trainer

To provide resources to those in companies and organizations responsible
for developing their teams, we invite respected authors and speakers to
present workshops in areas related to team building and leadership.

Team Topics

We provide topical workshops for groups that are seeking to improve
their understanding and practice in areas like communication,
collaboration, innovation, performance, productive relationships, and
leadership. These events are customized to the needs of the group
and may be organized as informal “lunch and learn” sessions or more
formalized training programs.

